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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS FOR MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS 
Let f be a rational function of degree k and let g be a transcendental 
meromorphic function. Gross and Osgood [13] proved that the composite 
function fog has infinitely many fix-points if k > 3. If k = 2 then fog may 
have only a finite number of fix-points and all such f and g have been 
characterized by Gross and Osgood. 
There is a corresponding result for the case that f is a transcendental 
meromorphic function and that g is a polynomial. In fact the two cases are 
closely connected since, as pointed out by Gross and Yang [ 14, p. 214, 
Proof of Theorem 23, fog has infinitely many fix-points if and only if gof 
does. 
This paper deals with the fix-points offog, wherefand g are both trans- 
cendental. It has been proved in [6] that f 0 g has infinitely many fix-points 
if f and g are entire. This confirmed a conjecture of Gross [ 111. There are 
a number of papers [S, 12, 14, 22, 27, 283 besides [6] dealing with 
fix-points of fog for entire f and g, but their methods do not seem to 
extend to the case of meromorphic f and in fact very little seems to be 
known about this case. Gross [ 1 l] has asked whether fog has infinitely 
many fix-points if f is transcendental and meromorphic and if g is trans- 
cendental and entire. Using some ideas from [6] we shall prove that this 
is indeed the case iffsatisfies a certain condition to be discussed afterward. 
* Research performed as a Feodor Lynen Research Fellow of the Alexander von Humboldt 
Foundation at Cornell University. Present Address: RWTH Aachen, Lehrstuhl II fiir 
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THEOREM 1. Let f be a transcendental meromorphic function and let g be 
a transcendental entire function. Suppose that there exists a positive E and an 
unbounded sequence (CO,) such that 
IQJ”f’(%)l >,w IE 
1+ Ifhz)12’ ” 
(1.1) 
for all n and 
lim sup w,+1 < co. 
I I 
(1.2) 
“-02 u?I 
Then there exists an unbounded sequence (z,,) such that f (g(z,)) = z, for all 
n. Moreover, (z,) can be chosen such that 
and 
(1.3) 
I &,)I -WIz,I,gh (1.4) 
I f’(&,)) g’(z,)l ’ 1 (1.5) 
for all n. 
We exhibit some classes of meromorphic functions which satisfy the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1. We denote the left-hand side of (1.1) by a(~,) 
and note that it equals the spherical derivative off at o, multiplied by 
1 w, I. If w, is a pole, then we define 
a(w,)= lim a(w) 
0-o. 
and we find that a(o,) = 0 for multiple poles while a(o,) = 1 w,/r 1 if o,, is 
a simple pole with residue r. We see that many functions satisfy the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1 if we choose (CD,) to be the sequence of simple 
poles. 
Toppila and Winkler [25, Theorem 21 have proved that if f has 
non-zero order A, then there exists an unbounded sequence (0,) such that 
Here T( 1 CD, 1, f) denotes the Nevanlinna characteristic of J It follows that 
there is always an unbounded sequence (w,) satisfying (1.1) for a. suitable 
E, if f has non-zero lower order. The condition (1.2) means that the 
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sequence (0,) has a certain “density” and it is satisfied iff does not grow 
too irregularly. We make this more precise in two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf there exist positive constants K, 6, and r. where K> 1 
such that 
T(Kr,f)>(l+d)T(r,f) (1.6) 
for all r > ro, then f satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf there exist positive constants a, 6, 1, and r. such that 
ar” < T(r, f) < br” (1.7) 
for all r > ro, then f satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1. 
Our method is not restricted to functions of finite order. For instance, 
one may replace (1.7) by 
ur” <log, T(r, f) < br” 
for some kE N, where log,x=x and log,x=log(log,-,x) for ka 1. On 
the other hand, (1.6) implies that f has non-zero lower order. 
2. RESULTS FOR ITERATED ENTIRE FUNCTIONS 
Let f be an entire function. We define the iterates off by fi(z) = f(z) and 
fk(z) =f (fk--l(z)) for k> 2. We say that z. is a periodic point of f if 
fk(zo) = z. for some k > 1. In this case k is called a period of z. and the 
smallest k with this property is called the prime period of zo. (We remark 
that the periodic points of (prime) period k are also called fix-points of 
(exact) order k.) A periodic point z. of period k is called attracting, indif- 
ferent, or repelling according as 1 fb(zo)l < 1, I f;(z,)l = 1, or I fb(zo)l > 1, 
respectively. 
It is known [3, 10, 211 that if f is transcendental and if k > 2, then there 
exist infinitely many periodic points of period k. It is an open question [ 16, 
Problem 2.201, however, whether there are necessarily any periodic points 
of prime period k. Baker [3] proved that this may fail for at most one 
value of k. 
Baker [4] also proved that the Julia set of f.is the closure of the set of 
repelling periodic points. This implies in particular that there are infinitely 
many repelling periodic points, but it does not say anything about the 
periods of this point. 
As an application of Theorem 1 obtain the following result. 
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THEOREM 2. If f is a transcendental entire function which satifies the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1 and if k > 2, then f has infinitely many repelling 
periodic points of prime period k. 
It seems worthwhile to consider the hypothesis of Theorem 1 for the 
special case that f is entire. Of course, Propositions 1 and 2 hold in 
particular for entire f, and using the well-known inequality [ 15, p. 1 S] 
T(r,f)<l&M(r,f)< 12 URf) 
we see that T(r, f) may be replaced by log M(r, f) in this case. Here 
M(r, f) is the maximum modulus off: 
From a result of Pommerenke [20] we can derive the following criterion 
(which is more general than Propositions 1 and 2 if f is entire). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let f be an entire function. Suppose that the lower order 
off is not zero and that there exists an unbounded sequence (co,,) satisfying 
(1.2) such that ) f (co,)1 is bounded. Then f satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1. 
For instance, this proposition applies if f has an asymptotic or deficient 
value. We remark, however, that entire functions with a deficient value 
(and in fact meromorphic functions with two deficient values) are also 
covered by Proposition 1, as it follows from a result of Edrei and Fuchs [9, 
Theorem 3a]. 
In view of our Propositions, Theorem 2 applies mainly to functions of 
non-zero order. Therefore we include the following result which covers 
many functions of order zero. 
THEOREM 3. Let f be a transcendental entire function and suppose that 
there exist positive constants rO and p such that ,u < 1 and 
log log M(r,f)< (log rY (2.1) 
for r > rO. If k > 2, then f has infinitely many periodic points of prime 
period k. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is based on Nevanlinna theory as is the proof 
of Proposition 1. We assume some familiarity with the basic definitions and 
results of this theory (cf., e.g., [15, 181). The main tool in the proof of 
Theorem 3 is a theorem due to Steinmetz [24]. The proof of Theorem 1, 
however, does not use Nevanlinna theory, but is based on a theorem of 
Ahlfors [l, 21 and Dufresnoy [S] and some results from Wiman-Valiron 
theory. These results are stated in the next chapter. 
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3. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS FOR THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1. 
First we need ‘the following theorem due to Ahlfors [ 1,2] and 
Dufresnoy [8, p. 2241 (see also [ 15, p. 1561). This theorem was also used 
by Baker [4]. 
LEMMA 1. Let D,, . . . . D, be five simply connected domains whose closures 
are disjoint on the sphere. Then there exists a constant C (depending on the 
Dk) such that iff is meromorphic in 1 z - zO 1 < R and 
R I  f’(zo)l > c 
l+ I f (  ’ 
then there exists a subdomain of the disc 1 z-z,, 1 <R which is mapped 
conformally onto one of the D, by f: 
Next we need some results from Wiman-Valiron theory. We denote the 
central index of an entire function g by v(r, g) and by F we denote an 
exceptional set of finite logarithmic measure, not necessarily the same at 
each occurrence. 
LEMMA 2 [ 17,261. Let g be entire and transcendental and let c and n be 
positive constants. Suppose that 1 zO 1 = r, that 1 g(zO)l > nM(r, g), and that 
I z I < c/v(r, g). Then 
and 
g(z,e’) - g(zo) ever, g)r (r$F) (3.1) 
g’b? - 
v(r, g) 
-g(w’) z,e’ (r4F). (3.2) 
LEMMA 3. Let g be entire and transcendental and let c and n be positive 
constants. Zf j is an integer, I zO I = r F$ F, and I g(z,)l > qM(r, g), then there 
exists an analytic function zj defined for I z - zO I < cr/v(r, g) such that 
and 
1 zj(z) v(r, g) - 271ijl = o( l), 
g(ze5”‘) = g(z), 
i (ze’j(‘)) - 1. 
Lemma 3 was proved in [6] if j = 1. The general case can be proved by 
the same method. Of course, we have zO(z) = 0. 
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4. F%XIF OF THEOREM 1 AND 2 
Proof of Theorem 1. We choose zO such that 1 zOj = r and 1 g(zO)l = 
M(r, g). We prove that if r$ F, then there exists a fix-point z* of fog 
satisfying 
1z*--0I +& , 
I &+*)I -wIz*l~g)~ (4.2) 
and 
I f’Mz*)) g’(z*)l ’ 19 (4.3) 
where d is a positive constant. It is clear that this implies the existence of 
a sequence (z,) having the desired properties. 
We may assume that CD, is not a pole off, since otherwise we can replace 
w, by a value sufficiently close to CO,,. 
It follows from (1.2) that there exists a positive constant q such that if 
r is sufficiently large, then there exists an index n such that 
vM(r, g) G IO, I G Mb-, g). (4.4) 
Now we apply Lemma 2 of [5], which is a consequence of (3.1) and 
Roucht’s theorem. This lemma implies that there exists s satisfying 
a 
ISI Q- 
v(r, g) 
and g(z,e”) = w,, provided that the constant a has been chosen large 
enough and that r $ F. We define u,, = zOeS. Then 
and 
d%) = &,e”) = 0” (4.5) 
I g’(udl- I~AwJ~ -y IonI (r4F) (4.6) 
by (3.2). 
We define 
h(z) = !$d u-c g(z)) - %). 
Then 
and 
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Ih(u,)l2<(1+0(1)) 
<(1+0(l)) 
I h’(uo) I
by (4.5) and (4.6). This, together with (1.1) and (4.4), implies that 
lh’(uo)l >(l -o(l)) I f’(wJ wn I 
l+ lh(~oN2’ (r/v(r, g)J2 + 2 I f(9J12 + a2 
>(l-o(l))L If’(wrJw~I 
2r2 If(o, 
>(l -o(l))% b(l-o(l))$M(r,g)‘. 
Using the assumption that g is transcendental and the well-known fact [23, 
p. 208; 18, p. 1921 that 
v(r, g) < Clog M(r, 811’ +’ (r4F) (4.7) 
we find that 
I h’(uo) I , Cv(r, g) 
l+ Ih(uo)12’ 5r 
(r$F) (4.8) 
if C and 5 are positive constants. We choose 5 < 1 and C according to 
Lemma 1, where we take Dk = D(2nik, 1). Here and in the following, 
D(a, R) denotes the disk of radius R about a. It follows from Lemma 1 that 
there exist k E (1, . . . . 5> and a domain G contained in D(u,, @/v(r, g)) such 
that h maps G conformally onto D,. 
Now we choose rk according to Lemma 3 and we define (T(Z) = we’d, 
H= o(G), and uk = uo( 1 + 2nik/v(r, g)). It is not difficult to see that if 
< < 5’ < 1, then 
(4.9) 
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Clearly, h(a-‘(z)) maps H conformally onto D, and hence f‘( g(a l(z))) 
maps H conformally onto D(u,, r/v(r, g)). But f( g(a-r(z))) =,f( g(z)) by 
Lemma 3. Hence f( g(z)) maps H conformally onto D(u,, r/v(r, g)). 
Moreover, the closure of H is contained in D(u,, r/v(r, g)) by (4.9). As in 
[4] we deduce from Rouche’s theorem and Schwarz’s lemma that the 
inverse function off( g(z)) has an attracting fix-point z* in H. Clearly, z* 
is a repelling fix-point off( g(z)), that is, (4.3) is satisfied. 
We also have 
t’r 2rckr ar 
6 - - 
v(r, g) + v(r, g) + 
dr 
Q- 
v(r, g) 
if d > t’ + 107~ + a and if r is large enough. This is (4.1). 
To prove (4.2) we note that (4.1) implies that z* = efzO for some t 
satisfying 
Lemma 2 yields 
z* 4r.g) 
I g(z*)l - 1 e”(r,g)tI M(r, g) - ~0 
I I 
M(r, g) 
and (4.2) follows from a result of Hayman [17, Theorem 121. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume that k 2 2 and define g = fk _ l. Let (z,) be 
a sequence according to Theorem 1. Clearly, z, is a repelling periodic point 
of period k for all n. 
Suppose that 1 <j G k - 1 and fi(z,) = z,. Then 
g(z,)=f,-,(z,)=f,-l-j(fj(z,))=f,-l-j(z,). 
It follows that ( g(z,)l < M( I z, 1, fk + , Pj). If we combine this with (1.4) 
then we see that 
M$\;;i \‘;-I -;’ > (1 - o( 1)). 
n> k 1 
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On the other hand, we can easily deduce from a theorem due to Clunie [7, 
Theorem l(i)] that 
wr>fk-l-j)=O 
r1%2 M(r,fk) . 
This is a contradiction and we conclude that jj(zn) # z, if 1 <j < k - 1 and 
if 12 is large enough. It follows that z, has prime period k for all sufficiently 
large n. 
5. PROOF OF THE PROPOSITIONS 
Proof of Proposition 1. First we note thatf has non-zero lower order as 
mentioned in the introduction. In fact it follows from (1.6) that 
for n E N. If we choose n such that K”r, d r < K”+ ‘r. then we see that the 
lower order off is at least (log( 1 + @)/log K. 
Now we define 
If we use the Ahlfors-Shimizu characteristic, then we find for r Z r. and any 
k satisfying 0 <k < 1 that 
Wr,f) < T(Kr,f) - W-A 
d TWA - T(kr,f) 
= A(kr) log g+ 6 ‘(l)JAckr) dt 
= A(kr) log z 
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We also have 
1 
s 
r A(kr) 1 
A(kr) = - 
log l/k kr 
-dtd- 
t log l/k 
T(r>f ). 
If we choose k small enough so that 
log K/k 6 
log l/k < 2’ 
then we find 
6 
z T(r,f)<2 
( 
The conclusion follows if we choose E < 42, where 1 is the lower order off: 
Proposition 2 follows easily from Proposition 1. 
Proof of Proposition 3. Pommerenke [20, p. 871 has shown that if g is 
a transcendental entire function, then there exists an unbounded sequence 
(LJ such that I g(L) I 6 1 and I i,g’(L)l 2 A log WI i, I, g) for SOme 
absolute positive constant A. His proof shows that if I g(o,)l < 1, then i,, 
can be chosen such that e-’ ( w, 1 6 I [, I< e ) o, I. The conclusion now 
follows, with (0,) replaced by (c,), if we choose g(z) = cf(z) for a suitable 
constant c. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We use the standard notation of Nevanlinna theory as given in [15]. By 
E we denote an exceptional set of finite measure, not necessarily the same 
at each occurrence. 
Suppose that k > 2 and that f has only a finite number of periodic points 
of prime period k. We define 
y(z) Jk(4 - 1 
fk(z)-z’ 
Then we have 
k-l 
< 1 T(r,fj) + O(log r). 
j=l 
(6.1) 
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From results of Clunie [7, Theorem l(ii) or Theorem 2(i)] we can deduce 
that 
Nr,y)<(l+41)) T(r,fk-l). (6.2) 
We also have 
m(r, Y) = m% W,fk)) + O(log r) (r4E) 
by the lemma on the logarithmic derivative and 
log T(r,fk) <log log M(r,fk) 
G log log WWr,fk-l),f) G (log Wr,fk- 1))1’ 
for sufficiently large r by (2.1). It follows easily from a classical lemma due 
to Bore1 [ 15, Lemma 2.41 that 
(logM(r,f,-,))~=o(T(r,f,-,)) (r+E), 
since p < 1. Combining the last three inequalities we see that 
m(r, y) = 4WJ-I)) (r$E) 
which together with (6.2) implies that 
T(r,y)Q(l+41)) T(rJLl) (r$E). 
It is well-known that 
T(r,f;-,)~(l+o(l))T(r,f,-,) (r$E) 
and the definition of y implies that 
Y(Z)f(fk- l(Z)) -fL l(Z)f’U- I(Z)) + 1 -Y(Z) z = 0. 
The last three equations allow us to apply a theorem of Steinmetz [24, 
p. 170, Korollar 11. This result yields that f satilies a differential equation 
of the first order with rational coefficients. It follows that f has non-zero 
order (cf. [26, p. 1081). This contradicts (2.1) and the theorem is proved. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
1. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied and denote by 
n(r) the number of fix-points of fog in IzI dr. From (1.3) we can deduce 
that 
lim n(r) -=a 
r-rm logr 
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But we can find lower bounds for n(r) which are better for most g. In fact 
the proof shows that if ) z0 1 = Y 4 F then there exists a fix-point z* of ,fog 
satisfying (4.1). If we divide the interval [r/2, r] into subintervals of length 
dr v(r/2, g) ~ ’ then we see that 
n(r) 3 Av 
for some positive constant A and sufficiently large r. 
Similarly we can estimate the number nk(r) of periodic points of prime 
period k off in 1 z I< r. With the hypotheses of Theorem 2 we find that 
If f satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3 then we have 
where 
Nk(r) = j: y dt. 
This follows from a slight modification of the proof. 
2. Theorem 1 holds for any transcendental entire function g. If we make 
some additional assumptions on g, then the hypotheses on f can be 
weakened. For instance if /I is an increasing function such that 
P(@f(r, g)) 3 rv(r, 8) (r4F) 
holds for any fixed positive q, then (1.1) may be replaced by 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
This follows from the proof of Theorem 1. If we choose fi(t) = t” as we did 
in Theorem 1, then (7.1) is satisfied for all transcendental g by (4.7). But 
if we assume for instance that the lower order of g is greater than p, where 
p > 0, then we may choose 
/l(t) = (log t)’ + l’p. 
This follows easily from (4.7). 
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3. London [19] has shown that if the growth of g is very regular, then 
the exceptional set introduced by the Wiman-Valiron theory is bounded. 
For such g one does not need (1.2) in order to prove that f 0 g has infinitely 
many fix-points. It is sufficient to assume that (1.1) or that (7.1) and (7.2) 
are satisfied. 
Nofe added in prooJ While this paper was in press, the author (in two preprints) has given 
affirmative answers to the questions of Gross [ll] and Baker [16] mentioned in $1 and $2. 
The method used in these preprints, however, does not seem to be suitable to deal with more 
general equations like f( g(z)) = r(z), while a modification of the method of this paper can be 
used to prove that this equation has infinitely many solutions if r is rational and if f  and g 
are as in Theorem 1. 
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